
PPE for Chemical Hazards  

Employees at Teasdale Latin Foods (TLF) are regu-

larly exposed to chemical hazards during cleaning 

and sanitation activities. You work with corrosive 

chemicals that have the ability to cause immediate 

and long term injuries including:  

-Chemical burning  -Blistering 

-Skin dryness   -Redness 

-Blindness    -Rash  

PPE is the last line of defense for these hazards 

and properly wearing, storing, and maintaining 

this equipment can greatly reduce the risk posed 

to employees.  



PPE for Chemical Hazards 

Overview  

Feet: Chemical 

protective boots 

worn over nor-

mal shoes and 

tucked into the 

pantleg of the 

rain suit.  

Hands: Inner 

glove tucked 

into rain suit, 

outer glove 

placed over 

sleeve and 

cuffed at the 

top.  

Face/Head: Hood-

ed rain suit, anti-

fog safety gog-

gles, face shield.  

Body: Chemical 

protective rain 

suit and bib.  



The face shield will be fastened OVER the hood to pro-

mote proper function and maximize comfort to the 

wearer.  

The employee will wear safety goggles COUPLED with 

a face shield for complete protection against splash-

ing chemicals.  



Cuff the outer glove near the top by folding it over on-

to itself. This step prevents chemicals from running 

down the glove and onto the sleeve.  

Employees will always wear an inner glove that is 

tucked into the sleeve of the rain suit. This measure 

protects the employees hands from any contamina-



These chemical protective boots are designed to be worn over any 

size and type of normal shoe the worker is wearing. They are 

pulled over the normal footwear and fastened into place.  

 

The employee will tuck the boot into the pant leg of the rain suit. 

The suit should go OVER the  boots. 

  

This ensures that no chemicals can seep in down the pant leg and 

into the boot.  



The chemicals TLF utilize for cleaning are very  strong and can be dan-

gerous if not handled properly. These chemicals are not ordinary clean-

ers. You will find the highlighted symbol on their SDS indicating their 

ability to destroy tissue if they are allowed to contact the body. 



Chemical Exposure Protocols  


